The God That Wanted a Kingdom
The First Story in Genesis
By Jim Myers
Vocabulary Words

ADAM (ah-dahm)

Primary Guideline

Before time, a god hovered in total darkness
above the surface of deep waters.
The god wants to create a Kingdom of ADAMs.”
An ADAM is one male and one female human –
a living human collective.
Two humans are equal to and adequate for each other in every way.

My belief system will be
large enough to include
all facts, open enough
to be questioned and
examined, flexible
enough to change if
errors or new facts are
discovered.

ADAM will live on dry ground.
They will have soul given appetites, desires, and longings
that are linked to the dry ground.
The presence of the god will always be with ADAM.

Linguistic Model

ADAM must be taught, instructed, and assisted
on exercising impulse control and self-discipline over their
soul given appetites, desires, and longings.

A word consists of
symbols or sounds with
an attached bundle of
associations that
provides meanings. The
associations were
acquired through the
source’s life
experiences, beginning
with culture.

First Goal
Discover the Source’s
(writer or speaker)
meanings of words first.

ADAM will create new ADAMs by sexual reproduction.
Male and female created with unique reproductive functions.
ADAM will parent their children
by providing for all of the basic life requirements,
which include teaching, instructing, and mentoring them
on how to become a mature ADAM.
The lives of ADAMs will be protected, preserved,
made more functional, and have the quality of life
defined by the god.
All ADAMs will represent the god to
all living creatures that the god creates or makes –
by doing acts like the god that protect lives, preserve lives,
make lives more functional, and increase the quality of life.
ADAMs will gather in the Temple of the god
on the Seventh Day of the week and retell
the story of “The God That Wanted a Kingdom” –
and other stories related to it.
Now it’s time for the god to create a Kingdom & Temple!
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